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The Theme…
“Credit Unions organized an annual retreat to
prepare strategic plan. What percentage of that plan
get materialized? Don’t be content with an annual
“event” that delivers a plan, but no action. Strategic
planning is a two stage process in which
management teams create a future for their
organizations and realize that future through
carefully crafted implementation plans. Strategic
Planning is less about plans, but more about
commitments to create future. Too often plans live in
day to day actions. Commitments often are
challenged by change that needs to be made to
realize your strategic vision. It’s a change that has
enough significance to shake up people, systems or
both.”

The Concept of Strategy, Strategic Planning , and Strategic Implementation
It is appropriate to have an overview of the concept of strategy and strategic planning prior to
switch in the today’s concentration of the seminar topic “ Strategic Implementation” or
“ Strategic Execution” .
The concept of strategy has been extensively discussed, researched, and so much of thinking
has gone into. Therefore, it is no longer an intellectual challenge to get the concept clear.
Strategy- Definition: The term strategy originally came from a Greek word “strategos” and the
meaning of that word was the art of generalship, of devising and carrying out a military
campaign or maneuvering an army and therefore, the English word “Strategy” has its military
origin to business world.
However, there are so many formal definitions of the strategy and few of those would be;
“ The plan of action that prescribe resources allocation and other activities for dealing
with the environment and helping the organization attain its goal.”
“ The determination of the basic long -term goals of an organization and the adoption of
courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these
goals”
“ Strategy is a declaration of intent; it defines what organization wants to become in the
longer term and the overall aim of the strategy at corporate level will be to match or fit
the organization to its environment in the most advantageous way possible.”
(Match internal capabilities to external dynamism- SWOT)

Strategy is a combination of Analysis and Action
Analysis Part: comprise three elements
What is the organization trying to achieve? In other word what are its Vision, Mission Goals or
Objectives.
What stands in the way of it achieving what it wants? This might cover various aspects of
external environment as well as what the organization is itself already doing.
What can it do to improve its chances of achieving what it wants?
The Action Part comprises two elements
1.

The organization making its choices from various possibilities on offer.

2.

Its attempt to implement that choices ( The actual implementation, whether of individual
policies or strategies, is nearly always a complex and problematic)

The two terms “Strategy and Planning” are not the same things: the former precedes latter .
Strategy is therefore, in a nut shell, “What you do” and planning is “ How do you do it”
The term “Tactics” which is also a military origin contrasted with strategies. While strategy
represents the big picture about “ doing the right things” , tactics are more about the details of
“ doing things right”. Strategy sets the direction in which the organization will proceeds while
tactics determine “how it will proceed” There is a similarity between Tactics and Planning and both
the terms concern with the “how we do things” once we have decided what to do.

Strategic Planning and implementation involves both ;
1.

Doing the right thing- “Effectiveness” which is a Leadership involvement

2. Doing the thing right- “Efficiency ” which is a Management / Administration involvement

Both Leadership and Management Required for Successful strategy
Leadership
Creates

Vision

A sensible and appealing Picture of the Future
Configurational
Change

Strategies

Management
Creates

Plans

A logic for how the vision can be achieve d

Specific steps /time tables to implement strategies
Configurational
Reinforcement

Budgets

Plans converted in to financial projections and goals
Leaders

Managers

Creating an Agenda

Establishing Direction

Planning and Budgeting

Developing People

Aligning People

Organizing and Staffing

Execution

Motivating & Inspiring

Controlling & Problem solving

Outcomes

Produce change

Produce order and predictability

Strategy, Strategic Planning and Strategic Management.
1. Out Think
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Strategic Thinking, Planning or
Strategy Formulation
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/
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Strategic Implementation
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Strategic Management
Strategic Management Process starts with Strategic Learning which
requires understanding of firm’s internal operational capabilities and also
continual scanning environment. Therefore, Strategic management is a
composite process of strategic learning, thinking, planning and action.

Strategic Planning

Strategic
Management

Preparing for
optimal Strategy
decisions

Focused on strategic
results

Management by
Plans (MBP)

Management by
Results (MBR)

Analytical process

Organizational action
process

Focuses on
business, economic
and technological
variables

Broadens the focus to
include psychological ,
sociological and
political variables.

Focuses on things
to do

Focuses on things to
do and also the people
who will do.

Understanding the Strategic Planning
Unpredictable Part

Perfection is the guiding
Principle

Reasonable living /
Survival , Complacency
is the guiding principle

Planned Part

Everyday Business
Operational routine

Different Approaches to Strategic Planning
Strategy ( What to do) and Planning ( (How to do it) became amalgamated into the concept
Strategic Planning in the 1960’s and 1970s. As businesses searched for more and different
ways of achieving the lead over competition, there were emergence of different models and
perspectives in the sphere of strategic planning. There are basically two approaches/views on
Strategic planning;
Planning Mode
(Clock wise approach)

Evolutionally Mode
(Organic approach)

Planning Mode
(Clock wise approach)

Evolutionally Mode
(Organic approach)

•Describe strategy as a precisely defined plan or
explicit, deliberate set of guidelines developed in
advance.
• Systematic and structured plan to get the desired
destination.
• Perfection is the guiding principle.
• SP is Usually a top-down approach and is a
business of top management with the assistance of
specialist staff.
• More analytical (paralysis by Analysis)
• Realistic and rational. More oriented towards those
already exists, or usually born of the prevailing,
even imminent, environmental conditions.
• Driven by quantitative measurement oriented
rational approach.
• Kaplan & Norton, Michael Porter, Igor Anzof are
some of the proponents of this approach.

• Strategy is not a well –thought- out and systematic
plan and rather it evolves overtime as a pattern in a
stream of significant decisions.
•Realistically the strategy need not always be
deliberate but it can emerge or develop in all kids of
strange ways, after exposing to heavy external
dynamics and built strengths with in the process itself.
• Many people at lower levels in organization, or
indeed outside of the org. may have inputs of a
valuable nature to the strategic process. (Bottom-up)
• Strategies are visions not plans. Those are
Aspirational, Visionary and to be articulated in the
mindset of the organizational incumbents.
• Driven by intangibles through intuitions.
• Process theorists such as Henry Mintzberg, J B
Quinn , Gary Hamel & S K Prahlard et al advocate this
approach.

Two Examples- Planning Mode and Evolutionary Mode
Henry Mintzberg notion of Strategic Planning- Evolutionally Mode
Mintzberg distinguishes strategy from planning:
• Planning concern analysis which break down goals
or set of intension into steps for implementation,
where as Strategy deals with synthesis which deals
with broader issues through holistic perspectives in
order to come to realize those intensions.
• Planning is about formalizing the steps to achieve
a goal or an objective where as strategic thinking
involves creativity and intuition to form a longer term
perspective for the organization.
• Analyzing the environment too closely leads to a
danger that the strategies that are simply copies of
those competitors. Real strategic change requires
inventing new categories, not re arranging old ones.
• Strategies are usually born of the prevailing, even
imminent environmental conditions not by high level
of analysis , rational calculating –planning approach.

End
Questions…?????

